DATA SHEET

Construction Stakes

DESCRIPTION: Steel construction stakes are made from heavy duty ASTM A615, grade 60, hot rolled steel. They come in round, flat, and square stock, in various diameters and lengths. They are primarily manufactured with nail holes, but can be made without holes upon special order.

APPLICATION: Construction Stakes are primarily used in concrete forming applications, to hold steel and wood forms in place during concrete pours. Our stakes are made from a higher strength of steel than most imported steel stakes. The high strength steel stakes allow them to be reused many times over, without the ends flattening out.

ROUND STAKES
- 3/4” WITH HOLES

ROUND STAKES, HEAVY DUTY
- 7/8” WITH HOLES

SQUARE STAKES
- 3/4” WITH HOLES

FLAT STAKES
- 1/2” X 1” WITH HOLES

FLAT STAKES
- 3/8” X 1-1/2” WITH HOLES